Drinks Menu
HOW TO ORDER
PLEASE REMEMBER TO CHECK IN TO TRACK AND TRACE BEFORE ORDERING.
FOR THE TIME BEING WE ARE A CASHLESS BAR.
YOUR SERVER WILL TAKE YOUR ORDER FROM YOUR TABLE. IF YOU HAVE ANY
ISSUES PLEASE CONTACT YOUR SERVER.
THERE WILL BE SOMEONE ON THE FLOOR/BAR AT ALL TIMES.
THIS MENU WILL BE RECYCLED AFTER ONE USE.

DRAFT
INNIS & GUNN LAGER

PUNK IPA

4.6%

5.6%

£5.10

£5

BEAVERTOWN NECK OIL

BEAVERTOWN GAMMA RAY

4.3%

5.4%

£6

£6.40

HOP HOUSE LAGER

BIRRA MORETTI

5.0%

4.6%

£5

£4.90

FOSTERS

HEINEKEN ALCOHOL FREE

4.0%

0%

£4

£3.50

GUINNESS

SYMONDS CIDER

4.3%

4.5%

£4.90

£4.50

CRAFT BEER
CROSSBORDERS

PILOT

Pilsner 4.3%

IPK 5.1%

Wee Braw 4.0%

Mochaccino Stout 5.5%
Vienna Pale 4.6%

YOU CAN ORDER FROM YOUR TABLE
THROUGH DELIVEROO

GIN
Here are a few of our favourite gins in our collection.
Within 10 miles

Rest of Scotland
£3.50

LIND AND LIME

£4

GARDEN SHED

Beautifully balanced, intensely refreshing

Soft and rounded, with earthy floral notes

and the very definition of what a London Dry

which complement the gentle citrus. Best

Gin should taste like.

served with regular tonic and lot of ice.

£3.50

KINGS HILL

Recommended serve is with Mediterranean
tonic and a healthy slice of grapefruit.

£4

BARRA ANTLANTIC GIN

A balance of floral and herbal notes with
juniper, citrus and slight salt creates a
refreshing and clean flavour with a warm

SOUTH LOCH BLACK
RASPBERRY OLD TOM

£4.20

spice on the finish.

NB GIN

Leads with classic juniper and citrus with
subtle sweetness of raspberry for a modern

£3.50

To taste, a deep resinous gin emerges as
juniper gives way to coriander seed, cassia

take on Old Tom Gin

and a touch of citrus with a warming

SOUTH LOCH BLACK CITRUS
AND LIME FLOWER

£4.20

peppery bite. All in all it is a Classic
Dry Gin.

Dry juniper and zesty citrus base, finished
with aromatic notes of kaffir lime leaves and
linden lime flowers

PILGRIMS GIN

and angelica and complimented them with

£4

OLD POISON SELKIE

the sweet, acidic flavour of grapefruit.

Full flavoured and bone dry with distinctive

PILGRIMS GIN LIQUEURS

woody rooty notes lifted by fresh zesty citrus

Blueberry & basil

and invigorating spice.

Raspberry & ginger

£3.50

PICKERINGS

£3.50

Savoury, earthy notes of juniper, coriander

£3

Strawberry & black pepper

£3.50

Fresh, light and bold flavours of citrus and

LONE WOLF

juniper give way to intense warming spice of

A creamy mouthfeel carries hot spices and

cardamom, coriander seed and clove.

oily juniper, with a deftly balancing citrus

PICKERINGS GINEROSITY

£4.20

Fresh, light and bold, with citrus and juniper

influence. Dig a little deeper and the earthythough-refreshing notes of lemongrass and
lime leaf take control.

giving way to sweetness, a subtle hint of

DARNLEYS

peppery spice and a crisp dry finish.

ELECTRIC SPIRIT

£4.20

Non-traditional botanicals including Sichuan

£3.50

Lemon and soft juniper, with the elderflower
making another appearance. Finish: Earthy
orris and coriander notes last.

Pepper, which adds a woody, floral warmth
and spice to the taste. Sensitively made so
the botanicals blend and compliment the
faint aniseed and herbal kick of fennel.

EDINBURGH GIN

£3.50

EDEN MILL

£3.50

Made from Fife's seabuckthorn berries, a
super food that grows within walking
distance of our St Andrews distillery. The
unique tart berry flavour is abundant but we

A juniper-forward palate with tart lime peel

balance the gin around it using citrus

and orange zest. Creamy vanilla blends with

elements drawn from the other botanicals

cool menthol, before ground coriander spice

(like lemon balm and citrus peel).

gives warmth and depth.

Can't find your favourite gin here?
There are many more on the shelf so just ask your server

MALTS
Here are a few of our favourite malts in our collection.
Speyside
BALVENIE DOUBLEWOOD 12
YEAR OLD

Highland
£4.50

£4.50

ABERFELDY 12 YEAR OLD

The classic 12 Year Old Aberfeldy single malt

Sweet with good body. Gentle spice with a

Scotch whisky, distilled in the Highlands.

little vanilla, a hint of balancing peat lurking

While the label sadly no longer features a

quietly in the substrata.

red squirrel, it now comes with a rather
handsome black and rose-gold colour palate

£7

GLENFIDDICH 18 YEAR OLD

to match the rich, malty, honeyed flavour
profile.

Candied fruits and Glenfiddich freshness
balances richer notes of dried apricot, more
cinnamon and toffee, ginger and dry Sherry.

GLENFIDDICH EXPERIMENTAL
SERIES - IPA CASK FINISH

£4.50

DALWHINNIE 15 YEAR OLD

£4.25

Malty. Walnuts steeped in manuka honey with
vanilla sponge. Gentle smoke weaves its way
through the cereal with a touch of spice.

Vibrant with a zesty citrus note followed by
creamy vanilla and a hint of fresh hops.

MACALLAN GOLD

£4.75

Citrus and boiled sweets rule the palate,

£4.20

A long-running go-to dram for many whisky
enthusiasts. It is superb as an aperitif,

along with hints of ginger and cinnamon,

though more than suitable for enjoying on a

while soft oak tones reveal toasted apples.

Islay
BUNNAHABHAIN 12 YEAR OLD

GLENMORANGIE 10 YEAR OLD
THE ORIGINAL

cooler evening.

£4

HIGHLAND PARK 12

£4.50

This 12 year old is lightly peated for an Islay
single malt and consequently is a light, fresh

With fresh citrus, thick honey, fragrant herbs
and layers of aromatic smoke, it's fair to say
that this one has a particularly full-bodied
flavour profile that is well worth taking your

dram.

time over.

CAOL ILA 12 YEAR OLD

£4.50

This expression is light and fresh with that

OBAN 14 YEAR OLD

£4.80

Notes of citrus with smooth sweetness. The

distinctive Caol Ila smoke.

smoke wafts with notes of seaweed. The oak

£5

LAGAVULIN 16 YEAR OLD
A much sought-after single malt with the

is quite rich with grist and cereal and malt.
The finish is of good length with fruit and dry
oak.

massive peat-smoke that's typical of
southern Islay, but also offering richness and
a dryness that turns it into a truly interesting
tipple.

LAPHROAIG 10 YEAR OLD

£4.20

Really smoky and iodine rich. This has to be
one of Scotland's most characterful drams.
Laphroaig are known for their medicinal

Lowland
AUCHENTOSHAN 12 YEAR OLD

£4.50

Oaky and sweet palate, with barley sugar, a
little passion fruit and vanilla custard too.
Perhaps some rose petal jelly in there.

malts, and the classic 10 year old is no
exception.

TALISKER 10 YEAR OLD

£4.50

GLENKINCHIE 12 YEAR OLD

£4.20

A fantastic introduction to the region. The

It's a bonfire of peat crackling with black

characteristic lightness and grassy elements

pepper, with a touch of brine and dry barley.

that Lowland whiskies are known for, with

A welcome delivery of orchard fruit provides

nods to cooked fruit and Sauternes wine

a delicate and beautiful balance.

along the way.

Can't find your favourite malt here?
There are many more on the shelf so just ask your server

VODKA

RUM

ARBIKIE CHILLI

£3.35

DIPLOMATICO

GREY GOOSE

£3.50

BRUGAL XV

ABSOLUT VANILIA

£3.35

BRUGAL 1888

£4.25

ERISTOFF

£2.80

BRUGAL ANEJO

£3.50

SAILOR JERRY

£3.50

KRAKEN

£3.50

BACARDI SPICED

£3.20

BACARDI ANEJO CUATRO

£3.50

BOURBON &
AMERICAN
WHISKEY
£3.85

BULLEIT

£4

TINCUP

£4.65
£4

WOODFORD RESERVE

£4.50

BACARDI WHITE

£3.20

JACK DANIELS RYE

£3.10

ANGOSTURA 1919

£3.75

COCKTAILS
PASSIONFRUIT MARTINI

£6.50

ESPRESSO MARTINI

£6.50

Mixing a mouthwatering combination of

Rich, smooth and a perfect pick-me-up, this

passion fruit, guava, pineapple and lime,

sumptuous sipper mixes dark roast cold-brew

balanced with smooth notes of French vanilla

coffee and velvety notes of cocoa and

and marshmallow.

maple. Made with 48-hour steeped coldbrew and dark roast beans.

SISTER BARS

44 WEST CROSS CAUSEWAY

23-25 ST. LEONARD'S STREET

A cosy wee pub in Scotland's capital,

High-ceilinged pub with large portioned pub

offering buffalo burgers, brunch, lunch, craft

grub. Offering buffalo burgers, brunch,

beers and live music.

lunch, craft beers and live music.

Due to current Scottish guidelines all live

Due to current Scottish guidelines all live

music has been postponed.

music has been postponed.

Can't find your favourite here?
There are many more on the shelf so just ask your server

BLIND HORSE BOX BAR

You can now book us for all your events needs

EXCEPTIONAL EVENT BARS ANYWHERE IN SCOTLAND, FROM SMALL
INTIMATE PARTIES TO FESTIVALS

We are a company that can provide exceptional event bars
anywhere in Scotland , from small intimate parties to festivals
catering for thousands and everything in between.

www.blindhorse.co.uk

